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Atmospheric entry of meteoritic bodies is conveniently and accurately simulated in
the laboratory by tech_dques to be described which employ the charging and electrostatic
acceleration of macroscopic solid particles in the 0.02 to 1 u diameter range. Velocities
from below I0 to above 50 km/s are achieved for particle materials which are eIemetdal
meteoroid constituents (e.g.: Fe, St, Mg) or mineral compound._ with ehar_teristics
similar to those of meteoritic sto_e (e.g.: FeTiOa). The velocity, mass, aim kinetic energy
of each particle are measured nondestructively, after which the particle enters a target
gas region. Because of the small particle size, free molecule flow is obtained at target
pressures <=I0 tom At typical operating pressures (0.1 to 0.;5 torr), complete particle
ablation occurs over distances of 25 to 50 cm; the spatial extent of the atmospheric in-
teraction phenome_m (luminows trails, ionized wakes, etc.) is correspondb_gIy small,
simplifying many e_,periments. Procedures have been developed for measuring the
spectrum of light from luminous traits and the values of fmMame77tal qua_dities defined
in meteor theory: heat transfer coeffxient X, drag coefficiettt F, io_dzation probability _,
and photographic luminous eficiency rp_. Results of these measuremen.ts are presoded,
with emphasis on recent, improved evaluations of rvg a_d B over wide velocity ra77ges;
it is shown that the laboratory values of r,_ for iron are in exceIIet_t agreemott with those
for 9 to 11 km/s artificial meteors produced by rocket injection of irot_ bodies itdo the
atmosphere. Also discussed in some detail is the relevance of these measurements to the
interpretation of meteor observations m?d the methods of b_ferring from them _umericaI
values of rp_ and _ for natural meteors.
IMULATED METEORS, in the sense that we shall
use the t._rm, are phenomena which occur
when macroscopic particles of knoum composition
are accelerated to meteoric w_loeities in the labora-
tory and then injected into simulated "atmos-
pheres" of known gas composition and density.
These may be contrasted with artificial meteors,
which are created by rocket injection of manmade
bodies into the Earth's atmosphere, in this paper
we intend to limit, ourselves to a discus.sion of
laboratory meteor simulation techniques and
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experiments, referring to artificial meteor experi-
ments and to natural meteor observations only to
compare results. We do not intend to imply by
this decision thal meteor simulation is gener'dly
superior to the other two methods; rather, we
regard each of them as having its own unique
advantages and each as being most suitable in
turn in different experimental contexts.
Initially received with caution and some
skepticism, lal)oratory meteor simulation is now
beginning to be recognized as an experimental
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technique of much potential value for attacking a
number of unresolved or poorly resolved problems
in meteor physics, certain of which have proven
stubbornly unyielding to conventional observa-
tional methods. For fundamental measurements of
basic meteor processes, this technique possesses
two very important advantages. One is that it
frees the experimenter from the necessity of
waiting upon nature: It makes it possible for him
to create "meteors" in the convenience of his own
laboratory, in any desired quantity, and with all
variables under his complete control. The other
is that it enables him to separate complex meteor
interactions into individual components more
easily examined. As an example, he may choose to
employ monoeonstituent particles or mono-
constituent atmospheres, changing the con-
stituents one by one and thereby obtaining basic
data from which the interaction of a multicon-
stituent meteoroid with a complex atmosphere
may, hopefully, be synthesized. The price paid for
these advantages is that the experimenter accepts
the burden of demonstrating that the simulation
is a meaningful approximation to a natural
meteor and of developing methods for achieving
the desired synthesis. These are questions that we
plan to deal with later at length.
A key factor affecting the accuracy of tile
simulation is the flow conditions in the atmospheric
gas. Most meteor phenomena appear in the
extreme upper atmosphere, where Iow density
results in free molecule flow. It is readily shown
that to produce free molecule flow under practical
laboratory conditions, particle size should be quite
small. Calculations of mean free path as a function
of pressure indicate that a 1-u diameter particle
experiences free molecule flow at pressures as high
as several torr, and at such pressures a meteor is
produced with a total trail length of a few tens of
cm. A 1-cm diameter particle, on the other hand,
requires gas pressures below about 10 3 torr for
free molecule flow, and then the meteor which it
produces will have a trail length measured in
kilometers, far too long to be contained in reason-
able laboratory apparatus.
Besides being small in size, the particles must
obviously attain meteoric velocities; optimally,
particles should be available at any and all
velocities between 10 and 70 km/s. These con-
siderations rule out light gas guns and other
ballistic accelerators. Of the available micro-
particle hyperveh)city systems, only electrostatic
acceleration presently appears to combine small
particle size with truly meteoric velocities. The
latter technique provides in addition a large,
continuous flux of particles, which allows con-
siderable volumes of data to be acquired in a
relatively brief operating time.
Early efforts to accelerate microparticles to
hypervelocities began in the late 1950's and were
largely motivated by a desire to study possible
impact and erosion damage to spacecraft that
might result upon their passage through the
"dust cloud" that was then thought by many to
encircle the Earth. Shelton et el. (1960) developed
a method of electrically charging micron-sized
spherules of a conducting powder by contact and
succeeded in accelerating them in an electrostatic
field. They also developed detectors that utilized
the particle charge to provide nondecelerative
measurement of the mass, velocity, and lateral
position (with respect to the flight axis) of each
particle. Friiehtenieht (1962) adapted the Shelton
particle charger to a commercial 2 MV Van de
Graaff proton accelerator, obtaining thereby a
conveniently operated research tool capable of
accelerating 1_ diam iron mieropartieles to
velocities up to about 15 km/s. This is the basic
facility still employed for meteor simulation; it
has, however, been further improved through
the introduction of newer particle detectors
developed by Hansen and Roy (1966) and time-
of-flight coincidence techniques employing special
instrumentation described by Roy and Beeker
(1971). These improvements have significantly
increased the sigual-to-noise ratio for particle
detection, and their use has revealed the formerly
unsuspected presence of numerous submieron-sized
particles Mth velocities in the 50 km/s range in
the Van de Graaff "beam." A second approach to
higher particle velocities has been to increase the
accelerating voltage. Becker et al. (1965) have
described a linear accelerator to accomplish this;
the linae became operational in 1967, but to date
it has proved most useful in other types of experi-
ments and will not be discussed further.
Until fairly recently, carbonyl iron and carbon
black were the only commercially-available pow-
ders with properties suited to the Shelton particle
charger. Since iron is a major meteoroid con-
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stituent, the early meteor simulation experiments
were conducted almost exclusively with this
material. But within the last few years there have
occurred major advances in the manufacture of
fine powders which have greatly increased the
number of usat>le particle materials. Some of these
are also meteoroid constituents, some are of
interest for purposes of comparison, and some are
compounds similar to certain components of
meteoritic stone.
Although, as we have noted, mieropartiele
acceleration was first developed to create an
experimental tool for eratering and erosion studies,
it was observed during the early 1960's that when
a hyperw,locity mieroparticle entered a low-
pressure gas environment, it produeed a luminous
trail visible to the naked, dark-adapted eye. The
similarity to natural meteor phenomena was
obvious, and this observation provided the
impetus for attempts to simulate meteors. The
first detailed laboratory study of the interaction
of high velocity mieropartieles with gases was
performed by Slattery, FriichtenM_t, and Hamer-
mesh (1964). They examined decelerati<m, particle
heating, and production of Imnhmus trails, and
experimentally determined values for the drag
coefficient r and heat transfer coefficient X as
defined in meteor theory for velocities from below
4 to 6-7 km/s. Later, Friichtenicht, Slattery, and
Tagliaferri (1968) measured the luminous effi-
ciency of iron particles interacting with air at
w_loeities from 20 to 35 km, rs, and Friichtenieht
(1969) determined tile heat transfer coefficient
in this velocity regime. Detailed spectral measure-
ments of the iron lmninosity were also performed
by Tagliaforri and Slattery (1969). Finally,
recent experiments by Becker and Friichtenicht
(1971) have resulted in a more accurate evaluation
of iron luminous efficiency over the entire velocity
range from 11 to 47 km/s. These new data can,
as we shuI1 see, be directly compared over part
of the velocity spectrum with results obtained by
other meth,ds, and such a comparison supplies
important evidence regarding the accuracy of the
simulation process. Bceker and I"riiehtenicht also
measured the luminous efficiency of copper from
11 to 47 kin/s, th(.reby laying the groundwork for
an understanding of the relationship between
luminous efficiency and particle composition.
The discovery that visual and photographic
meteors could be simulated led to attempts to
simulate the ionized wakes of radiometeors. Such
wakes were found to exist in the laboratory. They
were studied in the specific meteor context by
Slattery and Friiehtenieht (1967), who found
values for the ionization probability of simulated
iron micrometeors entering air and argon at-
mospheres at 20 to 40 km/s, and in a more general
contcxt of collisional ionization theory by
Friichtenieht, Slattery, and Itansen (1967). These
measurements were extended t)y Friichtenieht and
Becker (1971) to copper at 16 to 38 km/s and to
lanthanum hexaboride at 20 to 112 kin/s; the
latter values are important to tile understanding
of eoltisional ionization processes involving com-
pounds and to the behavior of the phenomenon at
high velocities.
In tile following discussion we will review in
detail the laboratory techniques that are employed
in these and c)ther simulated meteor experiments.
We will also examine the most recent results that
have been obtained in our programs of measure-
ment of the important meteor parameters. We
hope to demonstratc from those results that, as we
have long believed, these laboratory techniques
do in fact provide a meaningful and accurate
sinmlation of natural meteor processes.
TECHNIQUES FOR MICROPARTICLE
ACCELERATION AND DETECTION
Since meteor simulation ultimately depends
upon the ability to accelerate microparticles and
to measure their parameters after acceleration, let
us begin by examining the equipment and tech-
niques that fulfill these functions. We will also
consider certain accessory instrumentation which
provides greater control over the accelerated
particlesand/or improves the signal-to-noise ratio
for particle detection.
It was seen in the introduction that the meteor
simulation process is based upon the particles
being electrically charged. This charge is imparted
to them by tim device shox_l in figure 1, which we
term a "particle injector" (since it injects the
charged particles into tile accelerating field) and
which is identical in concept to the injector first
constructed by Shelton et al. (1960). The prin-
cipal components of the injector are, the powder
reservoir, the tongue, and the charging chamber;
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FIGURE 1.--Simplified diagram of particle injector. With
no pulse applied to tongue, powder remains at rest.
When tongue is pulsed negatively, powder is set in
motion. Some particles diffuse through reservoir exit
hole and enter charging chamber. There they eventu-
ally come in contact with electrode tip, which is at
high field. On contact the particle receives a high
charge, and the fiehts propel it out through the cham-
ber exit hole and collimating apertures. Ground plane
creates high fields along tongue shaft to inhibit back-
ward diffusion of powder.
the latter includes a needle-like charging electrode
and a shaped ground plane containing an exit
aperture. Normally the powder reservoir and the
tongue above it are both maintained at a positive
potential of _15 kV, the reservoir is field-free,
and the powder is at rest. When particles are to be
charged, the tongue is pulsed toward ground for a
few milliseconds. This imposes an electric field
Mthin the reservoir, under whose influence the
powder is set into violent motion. A number of
particles will diffuse through the reservoir exit
hole and will find themselw_s in the charging
chamber. (Diffusion of particles backward along
the shaft supporting the tongue is discouraged by
high fields in this region.) In the chamber particles
oscillate back and forth between the surfaces,
exchanging charge at _,ach surface and moving
essentially as they would if speeularty reflected.
The shape of the chamber is such that particles
move inward toward the charging electrode, whose
tip has been formed into a ball with a diameter
eomparable to that of the particles. The electrode
tip is obviously a region of very high field. When a
particle contacts this tip, it receives a correspond-
ingly high charge and is then propelled by this
field through the chamber exit hole. Note that the
entire procedure takes place in vacuo.
The injector will normally be mounted on the
end of the accelerator tube of the 2 MV Van de
Graaff (Friiehtenicht, 1962). Each injected par-
ticle is then accelerated through the full potential
across the tube. The injector design is such that
the electrostatic focusing system present in the
Van de Graaff (which, it will be recalled, was
originally designed for use with a proton or
positive ion source) functions normally. At a
distance of a meter or so from the Van de Graaff
baseplate, the particle "beam" can be focused to
a diameter on the order of 2 ram. This "beam" is
not continuous, but instead consists of from one
to a few hundred particles for each tongue pulse
applied to the injector. Pulsing of the injector is
controlled by eireuitry in the Van de Graaff
control console and in the high voltage terminal
of the machine; these are coupled by insulated
rods originally present in the Van de Graaff as
purchased and by a pulsed light beam system
developed by us for this purpose. The potential
applied to the charging electrode, the amplitude
of the tongue pulse, and the pulse repetition rate
can all be adjusted from the control console.
Varying the pulse amplitude determines the
number of particles injected with each pulse. The
repetition rate can be set at any of six fixed values
from 10 to 600 pulses/minute, or the injector may
be pulsed manually by a pushbutton. The high
particle flux is a very important feature of the
system, since it results in a short data acquisition
time--especially when, as will be seen, only a small
fraction of the total flux is usable in the experi-
ment.
It is evident that the operation of the particle
injector depends upon the eondueting properties
of the powder with which it is filled. It was once
thought that the powder must be a good con-
ductor, but more recent research has shown that
materials with bulk resistivities as high as about
10 _° ohm-cm can be employed. Other important
requirements for a usable powder are that it flow
readily, to prevent agglomeration and subsequent
clogging of the injector apertures and to insure
that single particles, rather than clumps, are
charged, and that its particles be reasonably
uniform in size. Table 1 lists those materials which
have so far been successfully tested. The table is
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by no means exhaustive and is limited almost
entirely by the time available in which to try
different materials. Included in the list are three
of the major metallic constituents of meteoritic
stone: silicon, iron, and aluminum. The fourth,
magnesium, has not yet been tested, but the
properties of this metal are so similar to those of
aluminum that little difficulty is expected in its
use. Not all of the tabulated materials have been
used extensively enough for us to acquire detailed
data on their performance. For those that have
been, we list in table 2 the maximum velocities
TABLE 1.--Materials Usable for Contact Charging and
Acceleration(°)
Metallic Intermct allic Alloys Compounds
elements elements
Ag C 316 stainless steel(b) CaTiOn(_)
AI Si CrB
Co(b) FeTiOa
Cu LaBs
Fe MoB
Ni NiAl
Ta _b) Pb Te
Ti(b) SiC(_)
U TiC (b)
W(b) TiN(b)
Tie(b)
* Includes only materials actually tested as of January
1971.
-Materials so noted have been bench-tested in standard
injectors; all others have been accelerated by the Van de
Graaff as well.
that have been measured and the corresponding
particle masses and radii. It is clear that most
materials attain velocities in the neighborhood of
50 kin/s, and that this value is considerably
exceeded in a few cases.
We may now examine the factors ttmt determine
accelerator performance in more detail. A particle
with a total charge q and a ma_ m that has been
accelerated through a potential V, attains a
velocity v given from energy conservation as
\1i_v= 2 m-q V_) (1)
First, the Shelton injector charges all particles
to a constant surface field intensity, and so the
charge q should be proporti(mal to particle area,
or equivalently to r" where r is the particle radius.
(We assume here that the particles are spherical.)
Since the mass m is proportional to r 3, we would
expect e to vary as r -a/2. Actual data for iron (the
material which has been used for the longest time
and for which we have the most complete data)
are presented in figure 2, whcr, the quantity
v/V2/2 has been plotted as a function of r. The
data deviate somewhat from the theoretical
behavior predicted by Shelton ct al. and can
instead be approximated by the expression
v/V_ in = 4.6 X 10-3 p-lnr-V4 (2)
in which p is the particle density (7.85×103
kg/m _ for iron) and all units are MI(S. Our
e.xperience with other materials tends to indicate
T*BLF_ 2.--Maximum Velocities Achieved for Various Particle Materials Accelerated Thro_gh 1.5 MV
Material
Aluminum
Carbon
Chromium boride (ORB)
Copper
Iron (carbonyl)
Iron meiatitanate (FeTiOa)
Lanthanum hcxaboride (LAB6)
Lead telluridc (PbTe)
Molybdenum boride (_IoB)
Nickel aluminide (NiAI)
Silicon
Silver
Velocity (kin/s)
54.8
35.0
50,7
48.7
68,6
43.4
112.0
39.3
55.7
71.6
50.3
30.8
Mass (kg)
4.28 X 10 -Ig
1.80X10 -_
4.26X10 lg
3.62 X 10 -19
3.52 X 10 -lg
3.51X 10 -l_
9.94 >,::10 -2°
7.06 X 10 -!_
1.92 X 10 -1_
I. 68 X 10 -1_
5.47 × 10 -1_
7.98 X 10 -n
Radius (microns)
0.034
0.058
0.025
0.021
0.022
0.026
0.021
0.027
0.018
0.019
O. 038
0.026
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F_G_RE 2.--Plot of t,/V_ 1_ vs r for iron particles. Straight line is theoretical relationship proposed
by Shelton et al. (1960); data are actually proportional to r-31_.
that they generally follow equation (2) except
for a constant factor. These data show that the
highest velocities are attained by the smallest
particles, and this is the reason why a powder
should contain particles of sufficiently uniform
size to at least exclude larger, more massive
particles that would attain relatively low veloci-
ties. Another consequence of the data follows from
our remarks about the relationship between
charge and radius. Although the highest velocity
particles have the highest charge-to-mass ratios,
they also have the lowest absolute value of charge.
They are therefore the hardest to detect, which
accounts for the fact that these small, fast particles
were not even known to be present until steps were
taken to improve the signal-to-noise ratio for
particle detection.
A basic particle detector appears in figure 3 (a).
The detector consists of three concentric tubes,
the outer two being grounded with the inner one
connected to a charge-sensitive preamplifier.
When a charged particle enters this structure, it
induces an equal charge on the inner tube which
remains for only as long as the particle is actually
within the inner tube. This induced charge is
amplified as a voltage signal by the preamplifier.
The preamplifier output, seen in figure 3 (b), is a
square pulse whose amplitude is proportional to
particle charge q and to the ratio C_/G, where C_
and G are the capacitance to ground of the de-
tector structure and the preamplifier gain, both
of which are known constants. The width of the
pulse is of course invers(_y proportional to
particle velocity and depends otherwise only on
the known length of the inner tube. (The grounded
outer tubes remove fringing effects and insure that
the edges of the pulse are sharp.) Knowing the
charge, velocity, and accelerating potential, the
particle mass can be computed from equation
(1) ; if the particles arc spherical and their density
is known, the radius is easily found.
Two other useful types of particle detector can
be seen in figure 3. In figure 3 (c), the inner tube
has been split, into two parts, between which is
placed a system of horizontal and vertical plates.
This detector produces a four-part output signal.
On passage of a particle through the tubes, the
signal has an amplitude proportional to q as
before. However, the signal in the regions of the
plates is also proportional to the distance between
the particle flight axis and the grounded plate; a
particle whose flight axis coincides with the de-
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FIGrRE 3.--Three types of particle detectors, with some representative otflput signals. (a) De-
lector for charge and velocity measurement. (b) Output signM from (a); amplitude is pro-
poriiomd to particle charge and width to transit time through the central tube. (e) Detector
for lateral position measurement. (d) Output signal from (e); ratio of inner to outer parts of
composite pul_ gives lateral position with respect to horizontal and vertical axes; particle
is centered when ralio = 0.5. (e) Timing mark detector, with tubes replaced by close-spaced
grids; output is a sharp pulse whose peak coincides with particle passage through the central
grid.
teeter symmetry axis produces a signal whose
amplitude is half that from the tubes. A typical
composite output si_mml is shown in figure 3(d),
and it is clear that this signal permits one to
determine the lateral position of the particle in
two coordinat_-s. Such detectors arc employed for
focusing (by adjusting until the lateral positions
of all particles arc the same) and for system
alignment (by moving the detector and other
apparatus until the particles are centered in the
delccl_Jr bore). In figure 3 (e), th e detector inner
tube has degenerated to a screen. A particle
entering this detector produces a narrow pulse as
it passes the screen, which can be used as a position
marker. A pair of such detectors placed a known
distance apart form a time-of-flight range for
accurate particle velocity measurement.
It can be shown that the signal-to-noise ratio
for particle detection is proportional to C_-_12,
which implies that the detector input capacitance
must be made, as small as possible. This is achieved
in part mechanically and in part electronically by
the "bootstrapped" preamplifier developed by
Hansen and Roy (i966). The grid detector of
figure 3(e) has an espeeialIy low structural
capacitance and is therefore attractive in timing
operations with small, high velocity particles.
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Selection of Particle Parameters
We have found that it is essentially impossible
to obtain powders with particle size variations less
than about two orders of magnitude. A typical
powder usually contains particle radii from about
1 or 2_ doom to perhaps 0.02_, and further size
sorting is impractical. (Particles with radii
greater than a few microns can be eliminated and
should be, unless there is a specific reason for
working with relatively massive low-velocity
particles.) According to figure 2, the velocities of
particles charged and accelerated from such a
powder mix will vary over a wide range. In
principle, if one is performing an experiment
covering a wide velocity spectrum, one can simply
accept all particles at random, relying on the
velocity distribution inherently resulting from
particle size variations to cover the range. In
practice, however, low velocity particles will
predominate, both because of their greater actual
number and the fact that their larger signals will
be much more prominent in the detectors.
(Remember that large, slow particles have a
higher absolute value of charge.) Therefore, in
many cases it would be preferred that all of the
instrumentation in an experiment respond only to
particles with velocities in a specified range.
Additionally, there arise instances in which out-
of-range particles may unduly perturb the experi-
ment, and then it is necessary to physically
prevent the unwanted particles from interacting.
Equipment has been developed to fulfill all of
these functions, and the presence of this equipment
has become essential to the proper operation of
most simulated meteor experiments.
Several different means have been employed to
achieve selection of desired velocities. The one in
current use is the time interval selector and
proportional delay generator discussed by Roy
and Becker (1971) ; the reader is referred to their
paper for a detailed description of the workings of
this instrument. Operationally, it functions as
follows: Two inputs are provided, which are
connected to the outputs of a pair of particlo
detectors of the type in figure 3(e), assembled
as a time-of-flight range. The instrument examines
the flight time of all particles passing through this
range. When it is determined that a given meas-
ured flight time lies within the range for which the
instrument is preset, then and only then are a
series of output-trigger pulses generated. One
pulse appears instantaneously as soon as the
flight time measurement is completed, and the
others are separately delayed in time by a multiple
or submultiple of the measured flight time; the
multiplying factors are constants and can be set
by the experimenter to any value between 0.1
and 10.0. A little thought _ill show that these
proportional delays appear when the particle has
reached a given point in space irrespective of the
particle velocity. One of the two delays may be
used to trigger a downstream charge detector ]-of
the type shown in fig. 3(a)] just as the particle
reaches it, and the other is usually used to trigger
the instrumentation that records interaction
effects just as the particle enters the experimental
region. In this way, not only is data acquisition
limited to a preset velocity interval, but also
flight-time coincidence is introduced. That is, all
downstream instrumentation is active only for
that brief time in which a desired particle is
expected, which reduces the effective bandwidth
for data recording and thereby lowers the effective
system noise level. Without such coincidence
techniques, many of the small, fast particles would
not be observed.
The fact that the particles are charged makes it
relatively easy to remove unwanted particles from
the "beam." A transverse clectrostatic field can
be used to deflect all particles away from a suitable
aperture. When a desired particle appears, the
time intcrval selector output trigger causes the
removal of the field for a time sufficient to permit
the desired particle to pass undeflectcd. Figure 4
illustrates the simple scheme that wc have
employed to accomplish this. A pair of parallel
plates is installed along the particle flight path.
The passive plate is held at a low dc voltage, and
the active plate is connected both to a high-
voltage dc power supply and to the plate of a
pulse tube which is biased at cutoff. The potential
difference between the plates is then almost
10 kV, and if the plates are 10 to 15 cm long, the
transverse ficld is more than ample to deflect all
particles away from the exit aperture, whose
diameter is about 1 cm. When a trigger pulse is
received from the timc interval selector warning
that an in-range particle is about to enter the
deflector, the trigger activates a pulse generator.
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FIGURE 4.--System for controlled parLiclc deflection.
Pulse tube is normally in cutoff and 10-kV potential
difference appears across deflection plates; all entering
particles are deflected from exit aperture. When a
trigger arrives signaling the approach of an acceptable
particle, pulse generator applies a positive pulse to
tube gridj causing current to be drawn through R and
dropping the active plate potential to ,_1 kV so that.
particle passes undcflccted. Passive plate bias is ad-
justed for zero residual deflection of acceptable
particles.
This unit produces a positive pulse whose width is
set to exceed the time required for the particlc to
pass completely through the plates and whose
amplitude is sufficient to drive the pulse tube into
saturation. The pulse is applied to the pulse tube
grid, causing current to be drawn in the plate
circuit so that almost all of the supply voltage is
dropped across plate resistor R. The active plate
thus falls to a low w)ltage, which is equal to the
small dc voltage on the passive plate. (The latter
voltage is determined by experiment, adjusting it
until there is no residual deflection of acceptable
particles.) The transverse field between the plates
hence drops to zero until after the desired particle
has passed.
There occasionally arise a few experiments in
which it is desired that all particles havc almost
the same mass. Equation (1) shows that the
particle mass can be controlled by limiting both
the particle velocity and the charge. Since the
latter is proportional to the amplitude of the
particle detector output signal, it can be controlled
simply by feeding this signal through an appro-
priate window discriminator that generates an
output trigger only if the amplitude lies within
the limits of the window. This trigger and the one
from the time interval selector are combined in a
coincidence circuit; if and only if both triggers are
present, the circuit turns off the particle deflector.
Integration of the Equipment Into a Facility
In figure 5, all of the equipment_ described above
has been combined and assembled to form the
basic meteor simulation facility. By now the
operation of the various parts of this facility will
be familiar. Particles are charged in the particle
injector, accelerated and focused by the 2 MV
Van de Graaff, and then enter the analysis region.
There they encounter a pair of detectors set up as
a time-of-flight range. The detector outputs are
fed to the time interval selector and proportional
delay generator, which searches for particles with
in-range velocities. If mass selection is desired, the
time-of-flight range is immediately followed by a
charge detector connected, as we have seen, to a
window discriminator. The undelayed output of
the time interval selector and the window dis-
criminator output are combincd as previously
discussed in a coincidence circuit, whose output
triggers the deflector. Downstream from the
deflector is another particle charge detector. Its
output will be recorded and employed later to
compute the actual particle mass and velocity
prior to its entrance into the cxperimcutal region.
Data recording is generally by a multitrace
oscilloscope operated in the single-sweep mode and
fitted with a trace-recording camera. One oscil-
loscope trace is triggered by the first propor-
tionally-delayed trigger from the time interval
selector unit; this trigger always occurs at position
x_, locat(_ just before the entrance to the charge
detector. The second trace records the data from
the experimental interaction; it is triggered by
the second proportionally-delayed trigger when
the particle reaches position x:. The second delay
multiplying factor is adjusted to make location x_
coincide with the point in space where the inter-
action under study first begins.
There arc several posNble variations to the basic
system, depending upon the nature of the experi-
ment. The first charge detector, window dis-
criminator, and coincidence circuit are of course
omitted when, as in the majority of experiments,
mass selection is unnecessary. The deflector may
also bc omitted if out-of-range particles will not
disturb the experiment. (In any event, data from
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FIGURE 5.--Facility employed for simulated meteor experiments; see text for functions of major
components and modifications used in certain cases. Position detectors are used only for
initial alignment and focusing of the particle "beam."
such particles will not be recorded because the
data recording oscilloscope will not have been
triggered.) FinMly, it has been observed in certain
instances that if the vacuum in the analysis region
is not sufficiently good, some particles may lose
charge during their passage through the analysis
region. Any loss of charge results in a false mass
measurement and is to be avoided. If we suspect
that this phenomenon is likely to occur in a given
case, we often replace the single downstream
charge detector with two detectors spaced a con-
siderable distance apart and determine the charge
from both dctector outputs. When the values
disagree, the datum is rejected.
The vacuum within the analysis region, the Van
de Graaff accelerator tube, and the particle
injector is maintained in the 10 -5 to 10 -6 torr
range by a 13 cm (nominal 4-in. size) oil diffusion
pump assisted by a 3.8 cm ion pump.
Data Reduction System
Because of the large volume of data generated
in most of our simulated meteor experiments, we
have developed a system of semiautomatic data
reduction. We showed above that the raw data
are usually contained in one or more oscilloscope
trace photographs. The traces include the detector
signal [fig. 3(b)] whose amplitude and width
must be reduced to particle charge and velocity,
and also various other signals containing data
relating to the interaction under study. Reduction
of the latter almost always involves measurement
of one or more pairs of time/amplitude coordinates.
The photographs are placed in a Telereader* unit,
which projects them onto a screen with a pair of
X-Y movable crosshairs. When these crosshairs
are moved, their positions are continuously
digitized in the Telereader; the origin for the
position coordinate system can be set by the
experimenter to coincide with an appropriate
feature of the oscillogram. The experimenter
moves the crosshairs so as to measure the particle
detector signal width and amplitude and the
coordinates of interest in the interaction signal.
* Registered trademark.
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When each measurement is complete, the digitized
data are automatically transferred to punch
cards, each of which is simultaneously tagged with
an identifying number in order that a given inter-
action and the parameters of the specifc particle
producing it are always uniquely correlated. The
completed card deck is then fed to a high-spe(_t
digital computer where the data are operated on
and combined with supplied constants. For each
particle and its corresponding interaction, the
computer prints out particle velocity, charge,
mass, energy, radius, and momentum, and the
interaction data reduced to meaningful physical
units and normalized, if desired, to any of the
particle parameters the experimenter may select.
This system has most of the advantages of fully
automatic data acquisition, requiring as it does
only manual read-in of the data. We regard this
too as an advantage, however, because it enables
the experimenter to utilize his o_m scientific
judgment in determining whether any given
datum may be spurious and in deciding how a
given oscillogram must bc interpreted. Our experi-
ences with complete automation in which in-
dividual data cannot be judged indicates that
such systems are less than satisfactory and can
introduce serious errors.
INSTRUMENTATION FOR SIMULATED
METEOR MEASUREMENT
Having seen how microparticles are accelerated
to meteoric velocities, controlled, and detected,
wc next must investigate how these particles arc
made to create a simulated meteor and how the
properties of the meteor may be measured. It is
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FIGI_I_E 6.--Sketch of differential pumping and target gas
control systems. If the pressure in the experimental
region is to be bdow 1 torr, chamber B and the
meehanieM pump can be eliminated.
A differential pumping system is employed to
allow the particles to make a transition from high
vacuum to gas. The system is shown schematically
in figure 6. The analysis region and the experi-
mental region are separated by two intermediate
chambers linked by small orifices. The chamber
nearest the "gas" side of the system is pumped by
a 14 1/see mechanical pump, and the one nearest
the "vacuum" side is connected to a trapped
5-cm oil diffusion pump. The orifices connecting
the chambers are designed to have gas con-
ductanccs much lower than the pumping speeds
of the pumps. (Typical orifice dimensions are
1.3 to 2.5 mm diameter and 2.5 to 5 mm length.)
Gas is admitted to the experimental region through
a precision variable leak valve. The pressure in
this region is carefully monitored, usually by an
Alphatron* vacuum gauge whose control unit has
been modified to digital voltmeter readout for
greater accuracy and which has been calibrated
apparent that the particles must interact with a against a McLeod gauge. If the pressure in the
gaseous environment in order that a meteor be experimental region is to be less than about 1 torr,
produced. As we have already seen that the the mechanically-pumped chamber can be dis-
analysis phase of the particle flight occurs in
vacuo, it follows that the first problem is to
introduce the particle into a downstream gas
region without deteriorating the upstream vacuum.
Simultaneously, the pressure and composition
(if other than air) of the target must l)e con-
trollable. Finally, the results of the particle-gas
interaction must be observed, recorded, and
measured; in all of the experiments to bc dis-
cussed later, the result to bc observed is either
photon emission or ionization.
pensed with. Because of the small orifice diameter
through which all particles must pass, excellent
focus of the particle "beam" and good axial align-
ment of the orifices with the "beam" axis are
essential.
None of the simulated meteor phenomena that
we have studied to date have shown any particular
dependence on absolute gas pressure, although we
have always investigated for the possible presence
* Registered trademark.
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of such effects. Therefore, adjustment of the gas
pressure is not especially critical, provided that it
is known and that two limits are observed. The
upper limit is set by the requirement that the
particle experience frec molecule flow. Suppose
we assume, conservatively, that free molecule
flow ceases when the mean free path ( in the gas
falls below 10d, where d is the particle diameter.
If the gas molecules are approximated by rigid
spheres, the mean free path and gas pressure p are
shown in standard texts (cf. Hirschfelder et al.,
1954) to be related according to
kT
t = -- (3)
1.3pa
where k is BoItzmann's constant, T the absolute
temperature, and a the gas kinetic cross section,
generally approximated as 3×10 -is cm 2 for air.
Using this expression with T=300 ° K, t= 10d,
and d= 1#= 10-4 cm, we find that p=8 torr. This,
then, is the upper pressure limit. The lower
pressure limit is set merely by the fact that the
meteor phenomenon must be completely con-
tained within the experimental apparatus, since
data analysis is considerably simplified when it is
known that particle ablation has been complete
and that the meteor has been observed over its
entire length. The minimum pressure that pro-
duces this condition is most easily found by trial
and error; it is typically on the order of 0.1 torr
for fast, small particles in air, rising to perhaps
0.5 torr for 1# diameter particles at :-_10 km/s.
The phenomenon of meteor luminosity is
generally studied through the use of one or more
photomultiplier tubes (PMT) placed transverse
to the particle flight axis. Since the luminous
trails of the smaller particles are quite faint, the
PSIT's must be sensitive. They must also cover
the entire spectral range of interest, which in our
experiments has been the photographic meteor
spectrum from 3300/_ to 5200 ._. We have ob-
tained satisfactory service from RCA types 8575
and 6199, Centronic type P4242B, and one or two
others. Our PMT _indows are generally acrylic
plastic, which has a sharp cutoff at 3400 _. (This
is close enough to the edge of the photographic
spectrum for most purposes.) Again because of
the very low light intensities, it is necessary to
integrate the photocurrent at the PMT anode in
order to obtain usable signals. We therefore
measure total light energy rather than intensity,
and our data analyses must take this into account.
Figure 7 shows the simple setup that we employ
to measure the total light energy radiated from a
simulated photographic meteor. Note that two
PMT's are used, each viewing the luminous trail
through a long _dndow, and that one PMT has
markers placed in its field of view to block the
light as the meteor passes behind the marker. It is
clear that neither P._IT integrated output directly
measures the total radiated energy, since the solid
angle subtended by the PMT at the instantaneous
particle position is small and is also constantly
changing. However, a theoretical relationship can
be derived between the PMT output signal and
the total radiated energy which permits one to
compute the latter after measuring the fraction of
the energy collected at the time that the meteor
disappears behind the marker. Another feature of
the setup is that an additional delayed pulse from
the time interval selector-proportional delay
generator (see fig. 5) is generated at position x3
near the end of the chamber. This pulse is added
to one of the PMT outputs and serves to insure
that the meteor has terminated, i.e., that all
possible light has been collected, before it passes
lrIIGGEI_ FEO_ PROPORTIONAL DELAY
GI[NE_TOI_ (C_CU_ AT X2)
OSCILLOSCOPE
Y 1NPUT
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MAIN C _E_P UGHT SH_EtD
TltiGG_ FROM PROPORTIONAL DEf.AY • I
GENE!_ATOR (OCCURS AT x3)
FIGURE 7.--Equipment employed for the measurement of
total light energy radiated by a simulated meteor.
Photomultiplicr (PMT) signals are integrated by re-
sistors R and capacitors C at the PMT anodes; the
RC time constant is typically _500 t_sec. Opaque
marker and auxiliary PMT are used to obtain data
for a solid angle correction, as discussed in the text
and by Becker and Friichtenicht (1971).
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out of view of the PMT's. (We require, for a
datum to be valid, that there be no further in-
crease in the PMT output signal after the appear-
ance of the marker pulse.) Figure 8 is a typical
oscillogram obtained from this setup.
Most experiments in which luminosity is the
observable require that the spectrum of emitted
.FI RST CHARGE DETECTOR
/ /SECOND CHARGE
A°x"MAIN
MARKER PULSE
DETECTOR
FIaVRE 8.--Typical oscillngram obtained from equipment
shown in figure 7. Top trace is particle detector signal;
two charge detectors were used here with their outputs
added, and velocity can bc found from the transit
time between them. Lower traces are the PMT out-
puts "chopped" together; these begin when particle
is at x2 and delayed marker appears when particle "is
at x,. Steps on auxiliary PMT trace are produced by
opaque markers (see text and fig. 7). For this simu-
lated meteor, all sweep speeds were 10 t_sec/division;
deflection factors were 0.02 V/division and 0.05 V/
division for the first and second charge detectors, 1.0
V/division for both PMT outputs, and 5.0 V/division
for the marker pulse.
light be known. We measure spectra using the
system indicated in figure 9. Here up to six
PMT's view the luminous trail simultaneously, all
providing identically integrated outputs. Five of
the tubes are fitted xv_ith narrow-band interference
filters and the sixth is left unfiltered. The peak
amplitude of any filtered PMT output normalized
to the output of the unfiltered tube gives the
relative amount of light emitted within the filter
bandwidth. These data can be averaged for
numerous simulated meteors in a given velocity
interval. Using commercial filters, we obtain
relative spectral intensity measurements at 300
intervals within the photographic meteor spec-
trum. Our data analysis requires only the integral
of the relative spectrum, and as the integral is
fairly insensitive to spectral changes, these
measurements are sufficiently accurate for our
needs.
V_rhen the experiment deals with the ionized
wake of a simulated radiometeor, we change to
the ionization chamber setup displayed schemati-
cally in figure 10. There are actually two ionization
chambers in linear sequence, each having 9-cm
wide parallel plates separated by 5 cm and fitted
with secondary suppression grids. The plates are
equally and oppositely biased so that the particle
flight axis lies in the zero equipotential plane.
Charge-sensitive preamplifiers can bc connected
-C
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FIa_'RE 9.--Equipment for the measurement of simulated meteor spectra. Each PMT output
is separately integrated and has an appearance similar to the main PMT trace in figure 8.
Relative spectrum is derived from ratios between emitted light in passband of each filter and
total emitted light as measured by unfiltered PMT.
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I_MPING SYSTEM _ CHAMBER ._,_ -
FIGURE lO.--Equipmcnt for the measurement, of ioniza-
tion probability. Long ionization chamber collects all
positive and negative charges in meteor wake; total
number of positive charges is found from the output of
the preamplifier. Short chamber checks length of the
wake; any charges collected in it signify excessive
wake length, and such data are rejected.
either to the negative plate for measurement of
total positive ion charge, or to the positive plate
for measurement of total electron and negative ion
charge. The former connection is most often used
in order to avoid problems that might arise from
the short electron collection time and possible
production of secondaries; the "unused" plate is
ac grounded by capacitors. The preamplifiers are
similar in many rejects to those employed in
particle detection. They integrate the total charge
collected at the plate, providing a proportional
output voltage whose peak amplitude is in effect
proportional in turn .to the total number of
collected ions (assuming, as is expected at the
energies involved, that all ions are singly charged).
The first ionization chamber has plates 45 cm
long and serves for the actual data acquisition.
The second chamber, with 22 cm long plates, is
installed to determine whether the first chamber
has collected all of the charge in the wake: The
presence of any signal in the second chamber is
regarded as grounds for rejection of the datum.
As before, the outputs of the ionization chamber
preamplifiers are fed to an oscilloscope whose
sweep is started by the time interval selector-
proportional delay generator when the particle
reaches position x__ at the entrance to the first
chamber. A typical oscillogram appears in
figure 11.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our researches to date have been largely con-
centrated on those aspects of the meteor problem
PARTICLE DETECTOR _ "_,,-w_-,_A_ _ _] "_'_ _V./_-e..--
LONG IONIZATION _ .... ,i...............
CHAMBER _ __ _'_ * _ ....
SHORT IONIZATION _ ..._ ........ _ ....................... _........ _.............................
CHAMBER
FEG_RE 11.--Typical oscillogram obtained from equipment
shown in figure 10. Note that short ionization chamber
produced no signal, implying that this datum is ac-
ceptable. For particle charge detector trace, sweep
speed was 5 _ec/division and deflection factor was
0.02 V/division; for ionization chamber traces, corre-
sponding values were 5 usec/division and 2.0 V/di-
vision.
which appear to meet two informal criteria. The
first is obvious--the phenomenon under study
should be one for which accurate data are lacking
and/or interpretation of existing data is contro-
versia.1, and for which our techniques seem to
have a reasonable probability of supplying the
missing data or resolving the controversy. The
second is more subjective---we require that our
techniques compare favorably with possible
alternative research methods in terms of data
returned per unit time or per unit expenditure.
These considerations have guided our work toward
the following areas of study: (a) luminosity
effects, including measurements of luminous
efficiency and the spectra of luminous trails; (b)
ionization effects, particularly the measurement
of ionization probabilities for various combina-
tions of particle and atmosphere compositions;
(c) other particle-gas energy exchange mecha-
nisms, notably ablation and deceleration, and
measurement of drag and heat transfer coeffi-
cients. Within the specific context of meteor
simulation, those experiments that can be grouped
under (c) are probably farthest from fulfilling
our self-imposed criteria and will receive the least
emphasis in the discussion to follow. Nevertheless,
such experiments are still important, since a
knowledge of ablation and deceleration mecha-
nisms applicable to these particular particles is
necessary to the reduction and analysis of data
obtained from experiments in the other two
groups.
In the introduction we alluded to a fourth
experimental problem, which is to determine the
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limits of accuracy of the simulation process and of
the extrapolation of results to natural meteors.
This problem is difficult to deal with directly, but
much indirect evidence can be derived from thc
experiments themselves. In general, wc feel that
confidence can be placed in the relevance of the
experimental results to the degree that the
postulated deceleration and ablation mechanisms
yield reasonable results for the drag and heat
transfer coefficients, and to the degree that the
results can be sho_n to agree with those obtained
by other experimental means.
where r0 is the initial particle radius and p is the
particle density. If the particle enters the gas at
time t = 0 with an initial velocity v0, the velocity
at time t = r is given by integration of equation
(4):
1 [- {97r 1 \url 1
; : j,+-o0 (5)
If x is the distance travelled by the particle from
t=0 to t=r, a second integration gives
r [9_- 1 \1;31-1
Deceleration and Ablation
Details of the deceleration and ablation pro-
cesses have been studied by Slattery et al. (1961),
Friichtenieht (1969), and Hersh et al. (1969).
These studies employed air, oxygen, and argon
atmospheres with carbonyl iron as the particle
material. The sphericity of these particles has
been verified numerous times by microscopic
examination, permitting us to use the spherical
shape factor in all data analyses with confidence.
Xln{[ Fp" (9_'-1 Ynlv°rq'-1}\16mop2/ j (6)
Note that in equations (5) and (6), all quantities
within the square brackets are constant for any
one material.
Slattery et al. (1964) used a series of particle
velocity detectors within the gas region to obtain
the velocity of a decelerating particle as a function
of time. Particle parameter measurement prior to
gas entry gave m0 and v0; p_ was found from gas
The studies have left little doubt that deceleration pressure measurements, with the absolute gas
becomes negligible above 15-25 km/s, that the
particles ablate by vaporization from about 10
km/s to the upper extremes of velocity, and that
other ablation mechanisms such as sputtering and
fragmentation are not important. Additional
support ing data for the latter conclusion are visual
and photometric observations of luminous trails
and computations by _pik (1958, ch. 5 and 6). In
all cases the oxygen results are quite consistent
with those for air.
The drag coefficient F in our usage is the same
as that defined in conventional meteor theory.
Under free molecule flow conditions and with all
particles assumed spherical, the meteor drag
equation is
m (dr dr) = - PAp_v _ (4)
where m, v, and A are the mass, velocity, and
projected area of the particle, and where p, is the
density of the gas with which it interacts. All drag
experiments have been conducted at velocities
low enough that particle heating by gas molecule
bombardment is insufficient to produce significant
mass ablation; then m and A remain constant at
their initial wducs mo=4_ro3p/3 and Ao=Trro _,
pressure held in the area of 1 torr to insure frce
molecule flow. Naturally, o was known (7.85 X 103
kg/m 3 for iron particles). For each particle,
reciprocal velocity was plotted as a function of
time and a best-fit straight line was prepared by
the method of least squares. The slope of this line
was equal to the quantity in square brackets in
equation (5), and from the slope r was deter-
mined. Data were obtained for ten particles inter-
acting with air at initial velocities between 4.0
and 6.7 km/s. A total of 17 additional data points
were also obtained with an oxygen atmosphere
and 12 with argon; the latter results were very
similar to those for air and require no further
discussion.
Hersh et al. (I969) measured the total particle
flight time between two detectors spaced apart a
distance x and reduced their data according to
equation (6). They employed an air atmosphere
only, but in all other respects the experiment was
essentially identical to that outlined above. Over
100 particles were observed, with initial velocities
ranging from about 0.8 to 3.5 km/s.
In figure 12, drag coefficient data from both
experiments are plotted together as a function of
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FIGURE 12.---Drag coefficient r as a function of initial particle velocity v0. Data are from Slattery
et al. (1964) and Hersh et al. (1969). The better controls and more refined techniques in the
latter experiment resulted in a much smaller degree of scatter.
initial velocity v0. The principal significance of
these data in the context of meteor simulation is
that F tends toward unity as v0 approaches the
lower limit of meteoric velocities, a result con-
sistent with the assumption of particle sphericity
and in agreement with the drag coefficient de-
duced for natural meteors from observations and
other deceleration experiments (cf. Whipple and
Hawkins, 1959)• Hersh et al. have also related
their work to details of the particle-gas molecule
collision process as contained in theoretical models
of free molecule flow and have found good agree-
ment with the models; the interested reader is
referred to their paper for further information.
Slattery et al. also measured a heat transfer
coefficient for low velocity iron particles. In their
experiment, as we have noted, there was insuffi-
cient particle heating to produce mass ablation,
but the particle did acquire sufficient internal
energy to melt. It was possible to determine the
time at which melting was complete by examining
the behavior of the particle charge, and therefore
the total time r from entry into the gas to melting
could be measured. The heat transfer coefficient A
for melting could then be determined by balancing
the energy required to raise the particle tem-
perature 1500 ° K to the melting point against the
internal energy input from gas molecule collisions.
If C is the specific heat of iron,
f0 T
m0C (1500) = 1/_AAop_ v_dt (7)
As in the drag experiments, initial velocity v0 and
mass m0 were found from a particle parameter
measurement just prior to gas entry, and v was
obtained as a function of time by direct measure-
ment in the gas. A0 was computed from m0 in the
usual way, assuming spherical, constant-density
particles. Data were obtained for 13 particles
entering an air atmosphere at 3.8_<v0<_6.7 km/s
and for additional particles entering oxygen and
argon atmospheres.
At meteoric velocities the particle of course
ablates, and we return to the definition of the heat
transfer coefficient X given in meteor theory by the
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energy-balance equation
(din dr) = Y22XApav3 (8)
in which _" is the heat of ablation. The expected
result for natural meteors is that complete ablation
occurs ,_ith relatively little deceleration. This is
also true for simulated meteors with v0>_20 km/s
or so (as we will later verify by computation). If
wc limit ourselves to particles with this velocity
or greater, we can let v = v0= constant. However,
A varies as the particle ablates away. If x is the
position coordinate of the ablating particle meas-
ured along its trajectory with z = 0 at entrance into
the gas, it is clear that A/Ao=f(x). Then, if
ablation is complete at some position xl, equation
(8) requires that
X = 2fmo/p,vo _ (A/Ao) dx (9)
Friiehtenieht (1969) designed an experiment to
measure X for 25 to 40 km/s iron particles in air
utilizing the principles outlined above. The
experimental problem reduces to evaluation of
the integral in equation (9), and to accomplish
this Friichtenicht observed the luminous trail
Mth instrumentation like that in figure 7. The
integrated PMT output (sce fig. 8) is proportional
to the total radiated energy as a function of time,
which can be shown from standard meteor
luminosity theory to depend only upon m/mo.
Since the particles do not decelerate appreciably,
the time scale can be converted directly to x,
and the data are plots of m/mo vs x. But A/Ao=
(m/mo) m, and hence each particle datum is
readily transformed to a plot of A/Ao vs x from
which the integral in equation (9) can be com-
puted.
There remains the problem of specifying a value
for f. Friiehtenicht reasoned that for r(datively
dense particles of this size range, vaporization is
the most likely ablation mechanism. Therefore, in
his experiment he set _" equal to the sum of the
heats of fusion and vaporization of iron. He argued
that a particle with an unpolished surface in frcc
molecule flow should have X_--1 (0pik, 1958, pp.
52-54)/ if his results gave a X near unity, this
would tend to confirm that the assumption of
vaporization as the primary ablation mechanism
was correct.
Friichtenicht's measurements of X for 50 iron
particles are combined with those of Slattcry
et al. in figure 13. It is seen that the heat transfer
coefficient is approximately unity for melting at
low velocities and declines slightly for ablation at
higher velocities. These results appear to be
reasonable and tend to support the hypothesis of
vaporization as a primary ablation mechanism.
Combined with the drag data, they also support
the contention that deceleration and ablation
processes of simulated meteors are similar to those
undergone by natural mcteors.
Before leaving this subject, wc would do well to
reconsider, in thc light of the values given above
for r and X, whether our assumption of negligible
deceleration for an ablating particle Mth vo>__20
km/s is correct. Dividing equation (8) by (4)
and intcgrating the result from v=v0 to a final
velocity v = vl, we obtain the familiar expression
ms= m0 exp E- 1/_a (v0_-vI_) ] (10)
where ms is the residual mass when v = vt and _,
the ablation constant, is equal to X/2Fi-. Table 3
gives values of the fractional velocity change
(Vo-V,,)/vo computed from equation (10) for 99
percent mass ablation (mHmo=0.O1) at various
initial velocities. Deceleration can clearly be
ignored for v0 greater than 20 to 25 km/s. In the
10 to 20 km/s range, deceleration is moderate but
must be considered.
Luminosity
Because of the fact that so much of our in-
formation regarding natural meteors has been
obtained by photographic observations, there is
considerable interest in both the atomic-scale
mechanisms of meteor light emission and the
macroscopic-scale relationships existing between
the emitted light and thc gross properties of the
meteoroid. Advances in the quantum theory of
atomic collisions have led to a reasonable under-
standing of the former, although detailed cal-
culations are very complex. Ideally, the latter can
be derived theoretically from computations of the
populations of all possible excited statcs if the
constituent elements of the meteoroid are known.
In practice, the effort is heroic in scope and has
apparently been attempted only t)y 0pik (1933,
1955); his results come very close to certain
others derived from observations, 1)ut, perhaps
because of the complexity of their derivation, they
have usually been regarded as somewhat tentative
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FIGURE 13.--Plot of the heat transfer coefficients A for melting and k for ablation as functions of
initial particle velocity v0. Data are from Slattery et al. (1964) and Friichtcnicht (1969).
TAlnLE 3.--Deceleration for 99 Percent Mass Ablation
(m t/m o= O.Ol)
Initial velocity Final velocity Fractional
(km/s) (km/s) velocity change
40.0 38.4 0.04
30.0 27.7 0.09
25.0 22.2 0.11
20.0 16.4 0.]8
15.0 9.7 0.35
and in need of more positive experimental verifica-
tion. Primary emphasis seems instead to have
been placed on observation and experiment.
_Ieteor luminosity has been studied in this
manner by numerous workers, including notably
Verniani (1965), who statistically analyzed a
large number of Harvard Meteor Project observa-
tions, and Ayers et al. (1970), who report results
from artificial meteor experiments first introduced
by McCrosky and Soberman (1963). Simulated
meteor luminosity experiments were initially per-
formed by Friichtenicht, Slattery, and Tagliaferri
(1968). Their work has been improved and
extended by Becker and Friichtenicht (1971),
whose results we will present below.
As we know, a fraction of the kinetic energy of
atoms ablated from a meteoroid is converted into
atomic or molecular excitation and eventually
into radiation. That fraction is the luminous
efficiency of the meteor. It is generally more con-
venient to deal only with the portion of the
radiation which is sensed by a detector with
specified spectral response characteristics. The
detector of major interest is a meteor camera with
blue-sensitive astronomical film, whose combined
spectral response has been claimed by Davis
(1963) to closely approximate that of the Inter-
national Photographic System. According to
tabulations by Allen (1955), developed from a
detailed study by Seares and Joyner (1943), the
spectral response function P(_) in this system
extends from 3300 to 5200 X, with a peak at
4600 _.. The energy balance between the radiant
intensity Ipg observed by a detector with a re-
sponse function P(k) and the kinetic energy of
the ablated atoms is expressed by the meteor
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luminosity equation:
Ipo = -- _/_rpgv2dm/dt (11)
in which rpo denotes the photographic luminous
efficiency. If rig is accurately known and if a
meteor observation measures I_, and v as func-
tions of time, then, by integrating the luminosity
equation, these data can be used to solve for the
initial meteoroid mass (called the photometric
mass when computed in this way). It is evident
that the accuracy of photometric mass computa-
tions is ultimately limited by the accuracy to
which r_g is known.
If valid, the luminosity equation implies a
principle with important consequences for the
interpretation of simulated meteor experiments
which was, to our knowledge, first pointed out
explicitly by Becket and Friiehtenicht in their
1971 paper. Assume that the elemental con-
stituents of a meteoroid are well mixed and that
the body ablates uniformly. In such a ease the
relative abundances of the various constituents
remaining in the unablated body arc constant
during the ablation process. This means that if
Ak is the initial relative abundance of some con-
stituent k and if mk is the total mass of that
constituent, then the relation mk= Akin holds not
only initially, but also throughout meteoroid
ablation, as a result of which dm,/dt =Ak din dr.
The total luminous intcnsity Ipg of the meteor can
be theoretically thought of as a sum of radiant
intensities Ire(k), each arising from decxcitation
of ablated atoms of one constituent, and it is
possiblc to write a luminosity equation for each
such constituent individually, viz. :
Ip_(k) = --}/._A_rpo(k)v _"dm/dt (12)
where rpo(k) is the luminous efficiency of con-
stituent k. Let all equations of this kind be
summed; the left side of the sum, 2Ivg(k), must
equal Ipo. But if this is so, the right side of the
sum must equal the right side of equation (11),
and we have that
rpg(M) = _.2 Akr, o(k) (13)
k
in which rpg(Jl) denotes the luminous efficiency
of the meteor as a whole. We conclude that rpg(M)
can be evaluated as a weighted sum of luminous
cfficiencies of those constituent elements which
contribute to the radiation Mthin the photo-
graphic spectral range. Fortunately, meteor
spectra (el. Millman, 1963) have already identi-
fied these elements as iron, silicon, nmgnesium,
and occasionally calcium, and their relative
abundances in meteoritic stone are fairly well
kno_n (el. 0pik, 1958, p. 160). It thus seems
feasible to compute rpg(M) from the results of
measurements of rvg(Fe), rpg(Si), rpo(Mg), and
rpg(Ca), and this has been a major motivating
force behind our work.
The procedures and techniques that we use for
measuring rpo of simulated meteors are those
dcveloped by Friichtenicht, Slattery, and
Tagliaferri (1968), with minor modifications; the
equipment and data format are described in the
instrumentation section and figures 7 and 8, in
this paper. We will discuss the reduction of data
in broad outline only, referring the reader to
Bcckcr and Friiehtcnicht (1971) for additional
detail. Measurements arc made of the integrated
intensity, initial mass, and initial velocity of each
simulated meteor. In order to use the integrated
intensity, one may integrate the luminosity
equation, rcDlacing dm/dt by an equivalent
obtained from differentiation of equation (10)
and assuming a small (but not negligible) de-
celeration, to get
Eva=rp_[Eo--EF--a-l(mo-m_,) _ (14)
where Eo=rnovo2/2 and E_,=rn_vF_/2 are respec-
tively thc initial and final values of the kinctic
energy of the particle and where E_g=flpg dr. (By
small dccclcration we mean that rpa, which may
contain a velocity dependence, is considered
constant for any one simulated meteor.) The
particle ablates completely, so that EFt0 and
rnF _ 0. The drag and hcat transfer data prcsented
earlier show that ),/I'-_ 1 at low velocities, from
which a_--_'; at high velocities, a-_m0<<E0 and
can be ignored. Then,
rvo=E_,(Eo--2fmo) -_ (low velocities) (15a)
and
Iv, = E_JEo (high velocities) (15b)
For the particle materials used so far, 2fm0 be-
comes a negligible correction above 20 to 25 km/s,
and this is the velocity range at which the transi-
tion is made from one expression to the other.
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Our data are acquired photometrically, and
conversions must then bc applied to transform
them to the photographic spectral response for
direct comparison with other results. The con-
versions necessitate a measurement of the relative
spectrum f(X) of the emitted light. Our detector,
it will be recalled, is a PS:[T (usually an RCA
8575) viewing through an acrylic plastic window,
and it has a relative spectral response D(X) which
extends from 3400 to 5800 _. and peaks at about
4500 ,_. Because PMT spectral response functions
vary among diffcrent tube types, we normalize our
data to an equivalent 3400-5800/_ "fiat" detector
by applying the conversion factor
[L=:° °° dX] (16)f(X) f(X)D(X)
Luminous efficiencies normalized to this "flat"
response are denoted by T,. The r, data are trans-
formed in turn to rva according to
Note that the limits of the D(X) and P(X) spectral
ranges almost coincide. The probability that the
emitted spectrum f(X) contains a strong line
falling within one range and outside of the other
is therefore very small, and since f(X) appears in
both numerator and denominator of both con-
version factors, they are determined primarily by
D(X) and P(X), both of which are accurately
known, and only weakly by f(k). Hence, the
measurement of f(X) need not be very accurate,
and velocity effects (which might cause the
spectra of different particles to differ somewhat)
can be ignored.
Spectral measurements arc performed as de-
scribed in the instrumentation section and figure
9 of this paper, following the method originated
by Tagliafcrri and Slattery (1969) when they
measured the spectrum of simulated iron meteors
ablating in air. The result of their measurement is
reproduced ill figure 14, along with a part of a
natural meteor spectrum due to Millman and
Cook (1959).
Another conversion which must be applied to
our data is one which involves units of measure-
ment. In the laboratory, all quantities are meas-
ured in consistent physical units, leading to a r
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_IGURE 14.--Spectrum of iron simulated meteor in air
atmosphere as measured by Tagliaferri and Slattery
(1969). The natural meteor spectrum, shown for com-
parison, was obtained by Milhnan and Cook (1959).
that is dimensionless. But meteor astronomers
find it more convenient to measure m and v in cgs
units and Ip_ in magnitudes relative to a zero-
magnitude meteor, and they require rp_ in units
of s/crg, 0-mag. The intensity /op of a zero-
magnitude meteor is by convention equal to the
radiant flux within a "flat" 3300 to 5200/_. pass-
band from a star of zero apparent photographic
magnitude which emits a solar spectrum. Davis
and Hall (1963) find that /,p=5×109 ergs/s,
from which
Tpg(physical units) = 5 X 109 rpo (s/erg, 0-mag)
(_8)
In our most recent experiments, rpo of iron
simulated meteors in an air atmosphere was
measured for 167 individual particles with initial
velocities ranging from 11.1 to 46.3 km/s. We
also obtained rpo data for 120 copper simulated
meteors in air, with initial velocities between
10.2 and 47.4 km/s. Copper, of course, is not a
meteoroid constituent; rather, it was selected
because it is a useful material with which to begin
to examine elemental differences in luminous
efficiency. Copper has an atomic mass only 10
percent greater than that of iron but a con-
siderably different electronic structure. It has
occasionally been claimed that the predominance
of iron lines in low-velocity meteor spectra can be
explained by the fact that iron atoms, being the
heaviest of the major meteor constituents, possess
a greater kinetic energy and are therefore most
likely to be excited upon collisions _th gas
molecules. If this were a significant effect, one
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would expect rp,(Cu) to exceed rpg(Fe) by --_10 ',i:-;::
percent. If r_0(Cu) and rpg(Fc) should differ ,., ,.,
widely, on the other hand, it would indicate that :i: I"
mass differences do not significantly contribute to ,., ' ....
differences in emission from one constituent to _ ,., _;o
o
the next and that such differences are probably .... '_ '.'_
..+-,:;
more closely involved with eleetronie structure .... ":
Figures 15 and 16 present., respectively, the °"i°.i ::.
results of the r_o(Fe) and rpo(Cu) experiments .... ! °+
In each figure, the data for each 1 km/s interval o.,i °o;:[
of velocity have been averaged and plotted as a °[ °_
single point, with error bars denoting the standard
deviations of the averages. The smooth curves in
the figures are least-squares best fits for Vo>__18
km/s in the case of rpo(Fe) and Vo>_14 km/s in
the case of r_a(Cu), and visually-estimated best
fits at lower velocities. Values of r, and rpo read
from these smooth curves are listed in table 4.
For iron, rpg(Fe) first rises with increasing particle
velocity, reaching a peak value 2.3X 10 -_ s/erg, .... '-'
0-mag at v0_18 km/s. At higher velocities "' :i:
lr _.o
rp0(Fe) ocVo-314, falling to 2.1X10 -12 s/erg, 0-mag ,.°: _ °,
at 20 km/s and 1.3X10 -_2 s/erg, 0-mag at 40 °,
km/s. The behavior of copper is somewhat _.:ii_ [°0!
similar, but therc are very. important differences; :i:- :,.,
rp_(Cu) peaks at 13 to 14 km/s, with a peak value .... _ 0,
of only 9.5X10 TM s/erg, 0-mag, and thereafter .......
rpo(Cu) _v0 -1/2, declining to 7.3×10 -Z4 and °,- o.,
5.3× 10 -_4 s/erg, 0-mag at 20 and 40 km/s. The 0 0
differences are, then, that the peak velocities arc
not the same, that the velocity dependences in the
high vclocity regime differ, and, significantly, that
rp0(Cu) is at least a factor of 20 lower than rpg(Fc)
at any velocity bctween 18 and 47 km/s.
These rcsults certainly permit one to conclude
that differences in atomic mass are totally un-
related to the relative intensity of radiation
emitted within the photographic spectral range
from atoms of the different constituent species in
a meteoroid. However, the macroscopic nature of
the results do not allow any definite connections
to be made between the behavior of rp0 and
specific details of the electronic structure of the
two elements.
Interestingly enough, the data for rpo (Fe) corre-
spond ve_" wclI to predictions of (3pik (1958,
p. 139) of the behavior of the visual luminous
efficiency r, of dustball meteors with dilute
comae. We demonstrate this correspondence in
table 5, where the ratio r/rp_k is compared at
_%OT _ t, J*b,_ 7 _ _ -w FC4__FMkILAT_D _ETE OIEi
FmuaE 15.--Luminous efficiency of iron simulated meteors
as a function of velocity v0. Data for each 1 km/s
velocity interval have been averaged; error bars ex-
tend 4- one standard deviation of the average. When
no bars are shown, the velocity interval contained
only one datum.
FIGURE 16.--Luminous efficiency of copper simulated
meteors as a hmction of velocity v_. See figure 15 for
plotting and error bar conventions.
various velocities for (3pik's computation and for
our experiment. We do not regard the small
differences in the velocity of rpo,k as significant,
since in both cases the peak is rather broad. The
rapid rise in r from low velocities is present in
both results, and the v-_* relationship at high
velocities that we observed experimentally com-
pares favorably with (_)pik's predicted velocity
exponent, which is -0.88.
Perhaps the most significant findings from this
experiment appear when the data for rp_(Fe) are
replotted in the log-log presentation employed
by Ayers et al. (1970) in reporting their artificial
meteor results. Such a plot appears in figure 17,
where we haw_ included for direct comparison
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TABLE 4.--Values of r, and rpg for Iron and Copper Micromeleors(')
Iron Copper
Velocity
(km/s)
"rs T_g rs Tpe
(physical) (s/erg, 0 mag) (physical) (s/erg 0 mag)
10
11
12
14
16
18
2O
22
24
26
28
3O
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
0.0115
0.0133
0.0155
0.0168
0.0170
0.0159
0.0149
0.0140
0.0132
0.0125
0.0118
0.0112
0.0107
0.0103
O. 0098
0.0094
0.13091
O. 0088
0.0085
1.5XIO-'_
I.8 X I0 -'_
2.1 X 10 -'2
2.2 X i0-12
2.3Xi0-I_
2.1 X 10 -'2
2.0X10-n
1.9X10-n
1.8>(10 -'2
1.7 X 10 -12
1.6 X 10 -'2
1.5 X 10 -n
1.4XlO-a2
1.4XIO -12
1.3X10-1_
1.3X10-12
1.2X10-'2
1.2 X I0-'_
I.I X I0-'_
0.00026
0. O0057
0.00079
0.00096
0.00087
0.00080
0.00074
0.00070
O. 00067
0.00064
0.00062
O. 00060
0.00058
0.00057
O. 00055
O. 00054
O. OO054
O. 00053
O. 00053
O. 00053
2.6XI0-'4
5.6XlO-U
7.8 X I0-x4
9.5 X 10-'4
8.5XI0-'4
7.8X10-'4
7.3XlO-t4
6.9XIO-I4
6.6 X 10 -14
6.3X10-14
6.1 X 10 -14
5.9X10-'4
5.7XlO-t4
5.6 X 10 -14
5.4XlO-U
5.3XlO-U
5.3XlO-U
5.2X10-14
5.2X10-14
5.2X10-I_
" Data taken from smooth curves, figures 15 and 16.
TABLE 5.--Values of Normalized Luminous Efficiency
llleasured for Iron and Predicted for Dustball Meteors
Velocity
(km/s)
10.4
14.8
18.0
20.9
29.6
41.8
59.2
Dustballs(o)
r_/r_(peak)
0.71
1.00
0.96
0.64
0.45
0.37
Iron(b)
rpo/rw(peak)
_0.47 (_)
0.95
1.00
0.90
0.70
0.53
_0.41(d)
" Data from (_pik (1958).
b Data from current experiment.
Visual extrapolation.
a Extrapolation assuming rpg(Fe) _ v -_/4.
both the Ayers et al. results and also data for
Harvard Meteors 1242 and 19816 as reduced by
Cook et al. (1963). Both of these meteors are
believed to bc of asteroidal origin; in order to
place them on the same scale as the rpo(Fe) data,
we have plotted both natural meteor points in
terms of rpg(M)/AF_, using the value of rpg(M)
given by Cook et al. and Aro=0.15 from (_pik
(1958). Considering that our rp0(Fe) data arc
accurate to 4-40 percent or better and that Ayers
et al. quote uncertainties for theirs in the 15 to
25 percent range, wc regard the agreement be-
tween the simulated meteor and artificial meteor
results as excellent. Reasonable agreement with
the two natural meteor points also exists. Since
the artificial meteor data (and, of course, the
natural meteor data) were obtained from actual
entry of bodies into the Earth's atmosphere, wc
believe that the agreement shown in figure 17 is
extremely strong evidence that our procedures
properly simulate natural meteor processes.
The reader will have noted that our observa-
tions of the veh)city dependence of rpo(Fe) differ
rather markedly from at least some current
beliefs about the velocity dependence of rpg(3l).
The latter has been studied through the statistical
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FIGURE 17.--Log r_o as a function of log vs. Data from
the currently-deserlbed experiment (Becker and
Friiehtenleht, 1971) are compared with artificial
meteor results (Ayers et al., 1970) and two natural
meteor data points (Cook et al., 1963); for the latter,
r_ has been divided by 0.15, lhe _elative abundance
of iron in meteoritic stone, to permit, a comparison
with rp0(Fe).
analysis of meteor observations by Ceplecha and
PadevSt (1961) and Verniani (1965), who
reached different conclusions; these have been
debated at some length by Verniani (1965, 1970),
Ceplecha (1966, 1968), and various others. We
do not wish to join this debate at the present
time. However, it is necessary to point out that
the failure of rpo(Fe) to behave as a function of
w'locity according to Verniani's thesis that
rpg(M) =v, or according to any other proposed
velocity dependence of r,(M), is not an argu-
ment against either the accuracy or the relevance
of our results. If, as we believe, equation (13) is
valid, then it is neither necessary or even likely
that the functional dependence of r_,o(.l[) on
velocity be the same as that of any one rpo(k).
As one hypothesis, if r_,o(k) of the lighter meteor
constituents (which are known to emit more
strongly from high velocity meteors) should
behave similarly to rvu(Fe) except to peak at
higher velocities, a superposition of them and
%o(Fe) could easily ]cad to a rye(M) that is
roughly proportional to v over a major part of the
meteor velocity spectrum. There is some highly
preliminary supporting evidence for such a
hypothesis in our results, since rv0 (Fe) was found
to peak at a higher velocity than r_g (Cu).
We are presently preparing to extend our
experiments to other materials with the intent of
investigating some of these possibilities. One
planned experiment is to check the validity of
equation (13) by measuring separately the
lunfinous effieiencies of titanium and the com-
pound FeTiO_. Since oxygen does not radiate
within the photographic spectral range, we would
expect to find that r, (FeTiO3) = 0.37rp0 (Fe) +
0.32r_,(Ti) if equation (13) holds. Provided that
this experiment proves successful, we will then
attempt to measure rp0 (St), rp0 (SIg), and rp_ (Ca),
after which we would be able to compute r_o(M)
as proposed earlier.
Ionization
The ionized wakes produced by ablating
meteoroids are known to be responsible for
radiometeor phenomena. In recent years the study
of these phenomena has been improved to the
point where radiometeor observations have be-
come an important research tool, complementing
photographic observational methods. Moreover,
the formation of the ionized wake is another basic
mechanism of energy transfer from the meteoroid
to the atmosphere and must therefore be under-
stood before the description of the energy transfer
process can be considered eomp]ete.
Meteor ionization can be treated in terms of
the fraction of the meteoroid kilwtic energy that
is expended in ion-electron pair production,
leading to an equation analogous to the luminosity
equation (11) :
Iq = -- y2rqv _-dm/dt (19)
where Iq is the energy per unit time expended in
ionization and r_ is the ionizing efficiency. In the
case of ionization, however, it is more convenient
to deal with the electron line density a=Iq/C_v,
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where _b is the mean energy required to create a
single ion-electron pair. A still more fundamental
quantity is the probability/_ that a single meteoroid
atom _ill produce an ion-electron pair as a result
of a collision with an atmospheric molecule before
the former has been reduced to thermal energy.
The ionization probability and electron line
density are related according to
a = - (_/uv) (dm/dt) (20)
in which u is the mean mass of a meteoroid atom,
from which it follows that
rq= (24_/uv_)_ (21)
The radiometeor problem essentially reduces to
the need for an evaluation of B, since ¢ and u are
known for all meteoroid constituents. Once this is
accomplished, radiometeor measurements of a
and v would permit the meteoroid mass to be
found.
Our remarks at the beginning of the luminosity
discussion regarding the difficulty of obtaining
rp_ from theoretical first principles apply to
ionization as well, although here the problems are
not quite as complex. Predictions of Tq and/or
based on the theory of collisional ionization have
been offered by, among others, Opik (1958),
Derbeneva (1966), Furman (1967), and Sida
(1969). The deduction of rq from observational
data has been attempted by Verniani and Hawkins
(1964), whose method required the simultaneous
photographic and radio observation of the meteors.
Their results appear to lead to a current reasonable
best estimate of _ for cometary meteors, but they
suffer from the combined errors and uncertainties
in both observational techniques (notable among
which is the uncertainty in rpg). The most recent
review of the subject to have come to our atten-
tion is by Verniani (1970); in it the author
examines a number of theoretical and experi-
mental results and concludes that the best
estimate derived by himself and Hawkins,
namely that
t_/#= 2.6X lO -6 v4 (cgs units) (22)
should continue to be used in radiomcteor data
reduction. As in the ease of luminosity, our work
is not of a type that would lead us directly to
challenge any value of f/proposed for composite
meteoroids by others; we will, however, permit
ourselves to observe that in our view, f_ is still
sufficiently unkno_ua that any proposed value is
probably best regarded as an estimate only until
much better data become available.
The basic approach that we have taken to the
study of ionization probability through the
medium of simulated meteor experiments is the
same as that pursued in our luminosity work: to
evaluate _ from a series of experiments in which
monoconstitucnt particles are made to interact
with air and monoconstituent gases, in the hope
that the results _ill lead to a firmer knowledge of
the behavior of _ for different single elements and
may eventually allow a /_ for multiconstituent
meteoroids to be derived therefrom. The experi-
mental techniques employed were described in
the instrumentation section and figures 10 and
11; they were developed by Slattery and
Friichtenicht (1967), who were the first to meas-
ure _ for simulated meteoroids. The concept of
this kind of experiment and the reduction of the
data are both relatively simple. We operate only
with initial velocities in excess of 20 to 25 km/s,
where, as we already saw, deceleration can be
neglected. The total charge Q due to ions is
collected in an ionization chamber. The energy
per particle atom is low enough that all ions can
be assumed singly charged, so that Nt, the total
number of ion-electron pairs created, is equal to
Q/e, where e is the electron charge. The mass
of a particle atom is known and the initial mass
m0 is measured prior to the start of ablation, and
thus the total number of particle atoms NA can
be found as the ratio rn/u. The ionization proba-
bility is then computed from
f_= Nz/NA (23)
To date, simulated meteor measurements of/_
have been reported by Slattery and Friichtenicht
(1967) for iron particles interacting with air and
argon, and by Friichtenicht and Becker (1971)
for copper and lanthanum hexaboride (LaBs)
particles interacting with air. The choice of the
latter two materials may seem strange until it is
recalled why copper was selected for comparison
with iron in our luminosity studies; the same
criteria apply here as well. Lanthanum hexaboride
was selected for two reasons: First, at the time the
experiments were performed, it was the only
compound that had been successfully accelerated
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to meteoric velocities (now, however, see tables
1 and 2), and we were anxious to observe the
behavior of a compound material. Second, it had
been discovered that LaB6 particles often achieved
velocities in excess of t00 km/s, and it was, we
felt, highly desirable to examine the velocity
dependence of _ at extreme velocities. Most prior
theoretical and observational treatments have
had as their result 3 ¢¢v", with n at least +2 and
possibly as large as -{-5. One might expect that at
some limiting velocity 3 would become propor-
tional to v_, i.e., to energy of the projectile atom.
A transition to a B _ v2 law had not previously
been observed for any material, and there was a
chance that such a transition could bc detected in
LaBe ionization.
Figures 18, 19, and 20 show, respectively, the
simulated meteor results obtained for fl(Fe),
f_(Cu), and _3(LaB0) as functions of particle
velocity v0 measured just prior to the entrance of
the particle into the gas. Each figure also shows a
straight line fit to the data by least squares for
20<_v0<45 km/s in figure 18; 16_<v0<_38 km/s in
figure 19; and 20<v0_<112 km/s in figure 20.
The equations of the least-squares fits (velocity
in cm/s in all cases) are
(Fe) = 1.50 X 10-2'v03''_ (24a)
found by Slattery and Friichtenieht, and
3 (Cu) = 2.17 X 10-3_vo5"24 (24b)
and
3 (LAB6) = 6.31 X 10-2h,03'°s (24c)
found by Friichtenicht and Becker. The above
may be compared to the result of Verniani and
Hawkins (1964) for 3 of cometary meteors:
(corn) -- 1.0 X 10-2So0_'° (25)
obtained from equation (22) by assuming an
average meteoroid atom to have a mass _ = 23.
The obvious functional similarity between
3(Fe) and 3(LAB6) is not repeated with 3(Cu),
but it is nevertheless interesting that in the
important 20 to 40 km/s velocity range, the
ionization probabilities of iron, copper, and LaB6
do not differ very greatly. Respective values are
0.07, 0.02, and 0.16 at 20 km/s; 0.24, 0.19, and
0.56 at 30 kin/s; and 0.60, 0.85, and 1.36 at
40 km/s.
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Fmcn_: 18.--Ionization probability of iron-simulated
mcteors as a function of re. Data are from Slattery
and Friichtenicht (I967). Straight line shown has been
fit by least squares; its equation is 3(Fe)=I.50X
The LaB6 results at very high velocities appear
to have some rather interesting features. One is
that the least-squares fit expressed by equation
(24e) seems to hold even at 112 km/s, and there
is no evidence that 3 is approaching a propor-
tionality to v'- at this high a velocity. Another is
that 3(LaB_) clearly exceeds unity at high
velocities and attains a value as large as 50 at
112 km/s. An ionization "probability" greater
than unity requires an other-than-probabilistie
interpretation; in our usage as defined by equation
(23), it means that some ablated meteoroid
molecules suffer more than one ionizing collision
with atoms or molecules of the atmospheric gas
and that it is the latter that undergo ionization.
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FIGURE 19.--Ionization probability of copper simllIated
meteors as a function of v0. Data are from Friichtenicht
and Becker (1971). Least-squares fit is shown.
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Friichtenicht and Becker (1971) support this con-
clusion in a discussion of the possible influence of
competing energy exchange mechanisms.
At present, most theories of meteor ionization
do not appear to consider either atmospheric
ionization in general or the possibility of ionization
of multiple atmospheric atoms by a single pro-
]ectile atom in particular as likely. Instead, the
theories usually regard the projectile atom as the
one undergoing ionization (in some cases, multiple
ionizations), primarily because of the fact that in
the meteor problem, the projectile atom almost
ahvays has a lower first ionization potential.
Although 112 km/s is considerably above the
highest velocity that cometary meteors attain,
/_(LaBe) is still greater than unity for 40_<v0_<70
kin/s, and these are velocities which are possible
for natural meteors. There may be, then, a need
for some modification of current meteor ionization
theory at high velocities.
It should be noted here that Friichtenicht,
Slatted, and Hansen (1967) have extended the
simulated meteor ionization experiments to a wide
variety of other gases, from which they obtain a
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FIGURE 20.--Ionization probability of lanthanum hexa-
boride simulated meteors as a function of v0. Data are
from Friichtenicht and Becker (1971). Straight line
with equation shown is a least-squares fit. As noted in
text, separate least-squares fits were attempted above
and below 40 kin/s, but the results were the same
within the accuracy of the experiment.
considerable amount of information that may
prove useful in the study of collisional ionization
on the atomic scale. In this sense the simulated
meteor becomes a form of atomic beam. This work
will not be discussed here because its immediate
relevance to the gross behavior of meteors is
slight; however, it has opened some interesting
possibilities for new methods of experimentally
studying atomic interactions.
We are not particularly concerned that our
results for _ are consistently larger than those that
seem to be regarded as appropriate to cometary
meteors, since we feel that the situation may be
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similar to the problem of the velocity dependence
of r_g. The weighting factors that would have to
be applied to elementM _ values in order to
synthesize a fl for a meteoroid are as yet unknown,
and for this reason wc think that it is too early to
conclude that our results are in any way incon-
sistent. We continue to believe that such a
synthesis is possible and that it would be pref-
erable in many respects to the assumption of an
"average" meteoroid atom as is now done in
reducing observational material. However, just as
the interpretation of radiometeor observations is
less advanced than that of photographic observa-
tions (cf. Vcrniani, 1970), so too is the interpreta-
tion of simulated meteor ionization experiments
less advanced than that of the luminosity experi-
ments. Now in the planning stage are experiments
designed to measure fl for silicon, magnesium,
and various other materials, which may provide
information helpful in improving that inter-
prctation.
CONCLUSIONS
Throughout this paper we have attempted to
concentrate on basic methods and techniques for
accelerating microparticles to meteoritic veloci-
ties and for employing these particles in practical
simulated meteor experiments. In addition, we
have presented the results of those experimental
efforts which seem to us especially relevant to a
number of unresolved problems in the study of
meteors. Of these, primary emphasis has been
given to luminosity experiments, because in this
area our results as of tile present time are most
complete and most easily compared to natural
meteor observations and to the work of other
experimenters. However, we believe that our
experimental work with meteor ionization may
prove to be of equal or greater ultimate signifi-
cance, largely because of tlle fact that the study
of ionization seems to be generally less developed
at this time than that of luminosity.
We have taken some pains to point, out that the
principal task which we have set. for ourselves is
the acquisition of basic data relating to the
behavior of macroscopic particles ablating under
meteoric conditions. Although we attempt, to
reproduce t.hosc conditions as accurately as
possible in terms of flow regimes and other phe-
nomena encountered by the particle, there is no
attempt to reproduce a meteoroidal composition
in the particle. For this reason it is seldom de-
sirable or correct to compare our results directly
to natural meteor observations, nor, do we feel, is
it correct to imply the existence of errors in our
work solely on the basis of lack of agreement when
such a comparison is made. Instead, we regard our
data as being most. useful for two other purposes.
One is to obtain a better understanding of me-
teoric processes and phenomena by examining
them on a simpler and more controlled basis. The
other is to acquire information from which vah'.cs
of meteoric constants defined in the theory :nay
be synthesized.
Finally, throlaghout these discussions we have
presented evidence which appears strongly to
SUlSport our contention that meteoric processes
are in fact accurately simulated in the experi-
ments. We have noted that. drag coefficients and
heat transfer coefficients determined for simulated
meteors are reasonable in themselves and are con-
sistent with hypothesized ablation mechanisms
and gas flow conditions. We have also discussed
the agreement between our determination of
rp_(Fc) and that found from artificial meteor
experiments involving actual atmospheric entry
of various bodies.
In closing, the authors wish to thank M. Dubin
for his considerable support and encouragement
of our work.
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